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to Maximize Your Profits 

by Nancy Alexander 
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ETSY INTENSIVES RECAP 
Where YOU Should be now 

 

 Shop already set up – Shop Name - Username 

An understanding of keywords, long-tail keywords, and 
three and four keyword phrases 

 Consistent photos showing off your handmade items 

Message & Policy sections all filled out 

 Cohesive Banner which flows and is “you”  

 Listed items with descriptions, titles and Tags 
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Promotion 

COUPONS 
 

 Click on Shop, Promote and then coupon codes  

 Click on “Create New Coupon” 

 Fill in the coupon code; choose a name  

 Remember - you can only use the name once  

 For Example: Customer appreciation. 

 Select discount type, Free shipping, percent 
discount, Fixed discount 
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Promotion 

COUPONS Cont. 
 

 Fill in minimum purchase if that applies 

 Pick an Expiration Date  

 Finally check active or inactive  

Give customers coupon codes for future purchases 

  Use for a sale of any kind 
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PROMOTION 
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Promoted Listing 
 

 Click promoted listing 
 

 Choose daily budget 
$1.00 - $10.00/day 
 

 Set maximum cost per click 
(.25, or let Etsy choose) 
 

 Check promote new listing 
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PROMOTION 
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Choose Listings To 
Promote 

 
Click listings you want to promote 
Select just one, all, or use the filter 
 
The small green horn indicates your 
promoting it 
 
To stop promotion, check box left of 
listing. Click above – don’t promote 
 
Arrows point to Impressions, Click 
thru, CPC, total cost and bid 
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PROMOTION 
Terms Defined 

 

 Impression: How many times the listing has been 
shown in a search 

 Click Through: How many click to see the listing 

 Cost Per Click:  The actual cost for a click when 
someone clicks on the impression 

 Cost: Total cost for that promoted listing 
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PROMOTION 
Terms Defined Cont. 

 

 Revenue: Sales generated 

 Bid: Based on the popularity of the keywords and 
how many promoted listing there are. 

 I suggest to let Etsy decide the bid amount because 
if it’s set too low your listing won’t be shown 
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Drive Traffic to Etsy 
 

 Facebook: Most popular Social Media site  

 1.23 Billion monthly active users  

 Easy to share updates  

 Best way to connect with your followers  

 Create a Facebook Business Page here 

https://blog.etsy.com/en/2011/etsy-seller-how-to-
creating-a-facebook-fan-page/ 
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Drive Traffic to Etsy 
Create a compelling profile picture and cover image 

First things a visitor sees 
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Drive Traffic to Etsy 
 Fill in “About” section 

 Talk about what you do – what makes you special 

 Include: contact information, links to website, blog, social media 
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Link Etsy to Facebook 

  
The best FREE app for this:  http://orangetwig.com 

 It will be visible on left side column 

 Add other apps, Pinterest, Instagram, etc. 
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What Should I Post 
Pictures are worth a thousand words 

 Shop announcements 

Helpful Tips 

New techniques you’re using 

Ask questions 

 Show off your personality 

Promote what you sell, but don’t do this more 
than once a day (80/20 rule) 

Always respond to comments 
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HOW OFTEN TO POST 

3-5 times a day 

Post different times of the day 

Use the schedule feature to schedule posts 
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 FACEBOOK TIPS 
 

 Spread the word about 
You, Your Business, Your Products 

Make sure to add your URL to Facebook, your 
email signature, business cards, etc. 

 Include your Facebook page in your Etsy “About” 
section 
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 FACEBOOK TIPS (CONT.) 

 
 Be active on other’s Facebook pages 

 Join Facebook groups – encourage others 

 Always respond to comments on your FB page 

 This is social media – so be social 

 Have conversations with your customers/followers 

 Get to know them; their likes; their dislikes 

 Carry on conversations so your potential customers 
can get to know you 
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 VISUAL ADVERTISING 
 

 Pinterest is the 4th largest driver of online traffic 

 80% of Pinterest audience users are women 

 Find new ideas, strategies & followers 

With 48.7 million users, Pinterest is one of the top 
online social networks 

 In utilizing their search engine optimization (SEO), 
you will raise your rank in search engines 

 Sign up for a business account here: 
http://www.Pinterest.com  
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CREATING A PINTEREST BOARD 
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 VISUAL ADVERTISING 
 
 

Pinterest is perfect for product based businesses 

Pinterest is the only major social network where 
people expect images of product s with prices 

Many Pinterest users search and ready to buy 

Pins with price tags have 36% more likes 

69% of Pinterest users purchased at least one item 
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 CREATING A PINTEREST BOARD 
 

 For business, include one topic per board 

The narrower the topic, the better 

You can have a mix of business & personal boards 

Business boards should be at the top of your page 

Text areas should be keyword rich and optimized 

Write detailed description for each board with URL 
address to your products 
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 YOUR PROFILE 
 

Optimize your profile 

 Profile Image Important; should be 165 x 165 pixel 

Describe your business in few, important keywords 

Begin browsing and engaging with others 

Remember that Pinterest is visually oriented 

Work toward building up your brand logo and brand 
images 
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 THE PERFECT PIN 
 

 It should stand out to grab other’s attention 

 Make sure it is relevant to your board title 

 Relevance is most important  

 Interesting and colorful; make it inviting to be pinned 

 Imperative to pin high-quality images 

 Picmonkey will enhance and optimize your photos 

 Descriptions short and attention getting 

 Use 3 or less hashtags (#) in front of key search terms 
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 THE PERFECT PIN (Continued) 
 

 Include your Etsy Shop URL in the description 

 www.YOURSHOPNAME.etsy.com (URL) 

 Can be shortened with a bitly link  www.bitly.com  

 Add price in the descriptions of your products  

 Pinterest will show the price in upper corner of image 

 Schedule pins daily; pin it more than once at diff. times 

 Follow others – repin their items “Do unto others…” 
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INSTAGRAM ENHANCES ETSY 
 

Branding tool 
Photo sharing App 
Mobile photo sharing App 

 
Download the iPhone or 

Android App to your device 
 It is simple, open an account 
Choose Instagram “Handle” 
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 INSTAGRAM SET UP 
 

Use same profile photo as your Etsy Avatar 
Add Etsy or Website URL in “website” section 
To receive notifications, click on settings gear 
 Select push notifications setting 
To connect to other Social Media accounts 
Click on Profile Tab, then edit sharing settings 
Choose networks you wish to share 
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ADDING PHOTOS 
 

 Be thoughtful with photos 
 Have good lighting 
 Non-distracting backgrounds 
 Instagram sizes photos to a 

perfect square 
 Instagram offers 17 filters   
 Don't use a filter that 

radically alters color or look 
of your picture 

 Remember, you’re using this 
for business 
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PHOTO IDEAS 
Artfully arranged materials you use 

Close-up shots 

A work in progress 

Why you are using a particular item 

Your workspace 

A collection of your products  

A close-up of pattern or texture 

A collage 
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TAGGING 
  

 Tag your photos 
 Potential customers search by tags 
Use Hashtags: A word with #, Use no spaces 
 Example:  #LadybugWreaths 
 This will become a searchable keyword 
 Ex: #Wreath, #SummerWreaths, #DecoMeshWreaths 
 Post photo then comment on photo with hashtags. 
 Put comma between each one for ease of reading  
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SHARING 
 Take Photo; Edit; Click Next 

 Social sharing screen 

Write text  

 Add keywords with #  

 Share to Social Media 

 Include Instagram URL 
http://instagram.com/yourhandle  
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FOLLOW USERS 
 Click profile tab 

 Select “Find”  

 Find friends on FB & Twitter 

 Input your phone contacts 

 Find popular page with star  
in navigation panel 

 Cultivate relationships 

 Respond to comments and 
questions on all photos 
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HOW TO MAKE SALES 
  

Use coupon codes 

Set up coupon in your Etsy store 

Use word “INSTAGRAM" in code name 

Add coupon code for Instagram followers 

Put code in the automated message that goes 
with all your sales 
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Jan’s Elegant Wreaths (started shop 3-8-15) 

SHOP CRITIQUES 

Jan Moyer 
  Very Pretty banner 

 Try using a font that 
stands out more  

 Tagline – larger 
 Shop Title and 

announcement are 
filled out well 

 Photo back grounds 
are a bit dark. 
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Jan’s Elegant Wreaths (started shop 3-8-15) 

SHOP CRITIQUES 

Bolder text for Title 
Tagline needs to be more readable - larger 
Complete your profile section – about you 
Photo backgrounds are a bit dark 
Keep 4 photo’s in the “Featured” area 
Add more inventory 
Listing descriptions are too short 
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Jans Elegant Wreaths (started shop 8-3-115) 
SHOP CRITIQUES 

CURRENT TITLE: Blue Summer 
Wreath, Delicate blue and white 
flowers, Large 24 inch grapevine 
wreath, Beautiful décor for your 
door! 
   
NEW TITLE: Blue Chic Wreath, 
French Country Wreath, 
Delicate Wreath, Boutique 
Wreath, Summer Porch Wreath,  
Designer Wreath 
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Jan’s Elegant Wreaths(started shop 3-8-15) 

SHOP CRITIQUES 

Etsy Search Competition for these Keyword Phrases 
 
light Blue summer wreath 67 
delicate wreath 519 
blue chic wreath 703 
blue shabby chic wreath 480  
white rose wreath 1630 
flower garden wreath 1689 
blue front door wreath 1399 
designer wreath 1088 
romantic wreath 1939 
French country wreath 850 
summer porch wreath 428 
boutique wreath 798 
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